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WILDLIFE TRAVEL

more than just a wildlife holiday: discover a new world
Welcome to Wildlife Travel!
We were set up in 1988, to support nature conservation, to promote
ecotourism. and to provide educational natural history holidays. Our first
holiday was a trip to Crete to look for spring flowers, and we’ve not looked
back since. We are extremely proud of our holidays and believe that a
Wildlife Travel trip is different to any other. However, there are many travel
companies out there organising holidays to wonderful parts of the world. So
why should you travel with us? What makes Wildlife Travel different?

Travel with us and support conservation
Our conservation credentials aren’t just a case of ‘green wash’: nature
conservation is at the core of our business. We are conservationists first,
travellers second. Wildlife Travel was set up with the express aim of supporting
nature conservation. Our profits are donated to The Wildlife Trusts to support
their work here in the UK. We also make sure that, wherever possible, we work
directly with nature conservation organisations at our destinations to support
their projects.

Carefully planned itineraries
Small groups
Expert leaders
Good accommodation & transport
Comfortable pace, time for photography
General natural history included
Culture & history highlights
Suitable for both ‘beginners’ and more experienced
All flights carbon-balanced through the World Land Trust
Our leaders
Our leaders and local guides all have conservation backgrounds and,
between them, have a wealth of natural history knowledge, from birds and
butterflies to botany and bats. Of course, they don’t just provide natural
history expertise: our leaders also ensure that you have a safe, enjoyable
and relaxing time. We pay special attention to planning so that each trip is
well researched and well organised. We always use good accommodation,
enjoy great local food and take things at a relaxed pace… after all, it is
supposed to be a holiday!

Our travellers
A Wildlife Travel holiday is ideal for anyone who wants some amenable
company, wonderful wildlife, an insight into the local culture, and the
knowledge that they are supporting conservation, One of the most
rewarding things over the years of running our holidays has been the
friendships developed when sharing our travels, between leaders, Wildlife
Travellers and local guides. We are very grateful to, and proud of, the high
number of ‘repeat travellers’, many of whom travel with us every year. Most
of our travellers are recommended by friends.

….and then there’s the wildlife!

WILDLIFE TRAVEL

wildlife and culture holidays
27 years travelling for wildlife

Our holidays are aimed at those who enjoy
general wildlife as well as specific interests,
and who want a relaxed pace, comfortable
travel, good company and a look at
conservation and culture, whilst not
missing out on the wildlife highlights!

Please ask us for the full details of any trip or check our website. The holiday
leaflet for each trip gives the complete itinerary, accommodation, transport,
leader, flight (or train/ferry) details and confirms what the price includes.
Bookings through Sunvil Holidays CAA-ATOL Licence 808, ABTA V6218, AITO
giving you financial security

www.wildlife-travel.co.uk
wildlifetravelling.blogspot.com facebook.com/WildlifeTravel.UK

01954 713575
email: wildlifetravel@wildlifebcn.org

The Manor House, Broad Street, Great Cambourne, Cambridge CB23 6DH
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